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SESSION HANDOUT 
 

Presenter 
Pepper Von 
 
Schedule 
10 Minutes – Pre-Class Hype and Welcome 
20 Minutes – Funk Education 
10 Minutes – Workout Warm-up 
60 Minutes – Choreography Breakdown and Group Performance 
10 Minutes – Workout Cool  Down 
10 Minutes – Wrap Up – Q & A   
 
Session Objective 
Come join Pepper for a Funk-tastic Zumba Fitness Party!  Take your steps from basic to flavor and 
feel the thrill of a major cardio dance experience!  If you can move you can GROOVE. So this old 
school funk and contemporary hip-hop workout, is your ticket to excitement and explosive 
energy.   There will be no denying the Pepper passion and power and that makes this dance 
experience…priceless.   This easy to dance format has something for everyone, so play hard, get 
your Jam on and put some fun back in your FUNK! 
 
History  of Fun-K Dance 
 Fun-k dance refers to several street styles that are primarily danced to fun-k music. This dance 
form, including popping and locking, originated and developed on the west coast in the 1970s. 
Although these dance styles are commonly associated with break dancing or under the umbrella 
category of hip-hop, they were created independently from breaking and emerged from the funk 
cultural movement, which was nourished by R&B, soul and funk music.  
  
Locking is a style of funk dance characterized by frequently freezing in place or sudden pauses, 
held for a brief moment before moving again. These movements are typically large and 
exaggerated. Combinations can consist of a series of points done by extending the arms and 
pointing in different directions. Locking was created accidently by Don Campbell in Los Angeles, 
California. While performing a dance called the “funky chicken,” Campbell paused in between 
dances moves while trying to remember which step came next. He went on to develop routines 
using these pauses or “locks.” He later formed a dance group The Lockers, which made 
appearances on national television, further popularizing this dance style.  
  
Popping is a fun-k style based on the technique of quickly contracting and relaxing the muscle 
(commonly the triceps, forearms, neck, chest, and legs) to cause a jerk in the body, referred to as 
a pop or hit. These contractions accented the dance moves causing a quick, jolting effect. Popping 
was developed by Sam Solomon in Fresno, California and was performed by his dance crew the 
Electric Boogaloos. Although popping is a specific dance style, it is often erroneously used as an 
umbrella term to refer to other illusory dance styles such as gliding, 
sliding, and waving.  
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Robot. Another illusory street dance style that became popular during the funk era was the 
robot, pioneered by Charles Washington. This dance consists of abrupt, hydraulic body 
movements that imitate the motorized starting and stopping of a robot. The stiff movements of 
this dance style make it distinct. This style is often included under the umbrella of popping 
because many poppers include the robot in their dance routines, adding pops to the beats while 
maintaining the illusion of a robot. When done without music, it can also be considered a mime, 
instead of a dance.  
  
While the fun-k movement was taking place on the west coast, breaking (also known as break 
dancing) was developing on the east coast. Breaking is a fundamental element of hip hop culture. 
It was developed in the ghettos of New York City during the 1970s. At parties, DJ Kool Herc 
observed dancers’ (later called break-boys/girls or b-boys/girls) energy level heightened in 
anticipation to a song’s break (an instrumental or percussion section or interlude during a song). 
And, they reacted with their best dance moves.  
 
Herc developed a technique to extend the breaks by playing a recorded break on one turntable, 
repeating the break on the second turntable, and looping the records one after the other to 
extend the break as long as desired. Breaking elements include both footwork and floor work 
including top-rock, up-rock, power moves and freezes. Breakers often participate in battles, 
improvised dance competitions between two individuals or crews.  
  
As breaking and funk dance were emerging, social dancing was growing as well. Social dancing hit 
the mainstream when artists started releasing songs with an accompanying dance. James Brown 
popularized several dances in the 1970s including the good foot, mashed potatoes, and the funky 
chicken. Two decades later, MC Hammer created the Hammer dance and popularized the running 
man in his video “U Can’t Touch This.” These dances became nationally known and wildly 
popular.  
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What Participants Will Learn 
· The physical, emotional, and mental benefits of Fierce Funk. 
Physical Benefits 
Decreases stress 
Increases energy 
Improves coordination 
Increases aerobic capacity 
Increases muscle endurance 
Burns fat more efficiently 
Emotional Benefits 
Decreases stress  
Gives a sense of accomplishment 
Eliminates boredom, burn-out, and stagnation 
Allows more freedom of expression (i.e. personality, style, flavor) 
Offers more fun and a sense of excitement for teacher and participant 
Encourages personal growth 
 
 
Mental Benefits 
Increases memory retention 
Gives a sense of accomplishment 
Enhances teaching method 
Keeps momentum of classes progressive and fresh  
 

1. To feel Secure with dance funk movement 
2. To dance with authority and flavor 
3. The Definition of Cardio Funk  
4. Execution of Funk Technique/Modifications for participants 
5. Funk Choreography and it’s practical application 
6. The 3 Funk Commandments 

Safety first 
Play harder than you work. 
Support and motivate each other. 

 
Choreo Notes & Play List 

All choreography notes and play list is available at: www.peppervon.com 
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